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Another absolutely amazing week - both in and out of the CUC Building. Year 12 students have set off
on the opportunity of a life time with The Turing Scheme. They have travelled to Vienna to spend a
fortnight completing work experience and exploring. In the building, we have been embracing art and
creativity across the curriculum. Our CCF students have also had time away on their Altcar training
camp. They have had so many chances to learn new skills.

Word of the Week - ILLUMINATE
Definition: make something visible or bright by shining light on it; light up:
Usage: "a flash of lightning illuminated the house" · "his face was illuminated by a smile"
Definition: help to clarify or explain:
Usage: "placing the events of the 1930s in a broader historical context helps to illuminate their significance"

Art Week: We have enjoyed Art across the curriculum
this week. We have celebrated the visual and
performing Arts in lessons in all areas.

Mascot Competition:
We have launched a
competition to design
school mascots. We have
been loving some of the
mascot designs that we
are getting, and very much
looking forward to picking
our winner next week. 

CCF Camp: Following a long break during the
pandemic, it has been wonderful for our CCF students
to get away on their first camp. They have had a great
time, learning new skills, learning about themselves
and enjoying the sunshine. Read the full story online...

The Turing Scheme - Vienna 2022: Students have
this week journeyed to Vienna as part of The Turing
Scheme. The Turing Scheme is the UK government’s
global programme to study and work abroad which
provides funding for international opportunities in
education and training. Our students have almost
completed their first week in the city and have already
negotiated travel using public transport to attend their
planned work placements. There has also been some
time for sightseeing and for students to experience
the local culture. This weekend they will visit Prater
Park with iconic giant wheel, roller coasters and other
attractions. On Sunday, they will enjoy a boat trip on
the River Danube.

Strike Action - Stagecoach Buses - Friday 15th
July: This will affect services 10A, 14, 17, 19, 20/21,
53, 82, 86/86C, 97/98, 204, 217. Please check their
website before your journey.

In English, students have been considering
Shakespeare through Art. They have produced some
fantastic impressions of Romeo and Juliet (Year 10)
and Much Ado about Nothing (Ignite)
Year 10 psychologists explored art therapy. Art
therapists use art to address emotional issues which
may be confusing and distressing. This involves
creative techniques such as drawing, painting, collage,
colouring or sculpting to help people express
themselves artistically and examine the psychological
and emotional undertones in their art. 



DSTL Callisto Challenge - Two teams have been competing against other UTCs in the
DSTL Callisto Challenge. We had one year 11 group and one year 12 group working as
multidisciplinary teams to design a moon base and strategy for colonising Jupiter’s
moon Callisto. One member of each group had to consider the design of the base and
use CAD modelling to create a lander and base design. Other roles were to consider
how to generate energy for the base, how to create oxygen for the colonisers, how to
grow enough food to meet the nutritional requirements of the colonisers and how the
physical and mental health and wellbeing of the colonisers would be ensured. The
groups did a fantastic job of designing their base and strategy and presented it well to
staff from the DSTL, getting some excellent feedback.

Creativity Awards exclusively for Young People living with Tourette Syndrome:
There’s a new national creativity event called #TACA. Its mission is to give talented
young people of 17 and under, living with TS, an opportunity to embrace and share
their creativity by submitting an original visual or performance art piece to the
Tourettes Action Creativity Awards 2022. Throughout the summer young people can
submit their art to a dedicated #TACA website.This art could be an animation short, oil
painting, instrumental performance, dance or even a stand-up comedy routine,
among many other things. Find out more at taca.org.uk 

Student Leaders: Thank you so much to
all who helped put together the Year 11
Prom, making favours, creating music lists,
and writing out name cards. It was an
amazing success last night! 

Future Food Challenge - Well done to
Hange in Year 9 and the UTC team for
winning an award at the Farm Urban Future
Food Challenge at the University of
Liverpool. An excellent event and a lovely
way to finish it...

Social Scientists - Historians have
worked on the build up of antisemitism
in Nazi Germany. Year 12 psychologists
completed their paper 1 exam on
Tuesday and are eagerly awaiting their
results. They have been exploring art in
their lessons. They created models of
the human brain using plasticine acting
as excellent revision for their
biopsychology topic in paper 2. Y12
students also explored art and
psychological wellbeing.

Lights, Camera, Studio: This week in Film &
Media we launched our new podcast - Lights,
Camera...Studio - The podcast where we talk
about all things film... For our first episode we
were joined by Liz Folan, positive psychologist
and film expert. Our year 10 students engaged in
a conversation over the power of film and how
the cinematic experience enhances our
experience.

Sociologists analysed pieces of art which represent sociological theories and had the
opportunity to design and create one themselves. Students created a range of artwork
to represent Feminist, Functionalist, Marxist, and Postmodernist theories in Sociology. 

19th July, Poetry Workshop 
20th July, Drama Workshop 
20th July, Lab Skills 
21st and 22nd July, Book Club 
25th July, Tie Dying 
25th July to 29th July, Creative Writing 
25th July to 27th July, Who do you think
you are? Genealogy Project 
26th July and 27th July, Terrazzo Making 
27th July and 28th July, Drama
28th July, Health Care Scenarios
28th and 29th July, Engineering Clock
Making 
1st to 5th August, Upcycling a Chair Art
Project 
1st August, Macrame Wreath Workshop
1srt and 2nd August, Intro to Ceramics
2nd August, Engineering 
2nd and 3rd August, Mosaic Workshop 
3rd and 4th August, Drama
3rd, 4th and 5th August, Comic Book
Design.

Opportunities for Summer:  If you would
like for your student to attend any of
these programmes, please complete the
form sent out by email and return to
Student Services.

Ignite: In UTC PBL, Ignite students completed
their anatomy and physiology project by
dissecting a locust and focussing on the
ventilation system. Another class have
completed their bioprospecting project testing
their botanical extracts against bacteria using
the disk diffusion method of antibiotic
sensitivity testing. Their results suggest that
Star Anise is the most promising antimicrobial
extract, closely followed by passion fruit and
cat’s claw. In engineering, Year 9 have started
their taster sessions and have been developing
their understanding of orthographic, oblique
and isometric technical drawings.

CUC6 Engineers - Year 12 have finished their
physics and engineering exams and are starting
to look at planning for year 13! They have been
looking at developing their understanding of
digital architectures within manufacturing, and
focused on a case study of Davvy Hulme waste
water treatment works run by United utilities in
Warrington.

Finally, we have had the privilege to be visited by Danny Sinclair (Director from
AJP www.ajpltd.co.uk) who will be looking to help us develop learners' skill set
and knowledge around the built environment, a sector real growth sector inthe
Liverpool City region, and from  Murray Adams (senior designer), Guy and Daniel
Youd (customization design consultant) from BAC Mono www.bac-mono.com)
who will be spending some time inspiring our leaners and also judging a little bit
of the now legendary 5 minute CAD competition!

https://tourettes-action.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=886ce402ad705b66446069ac9&id=1f77894a7c&e=58330cdaba
http://www.ajpltd.co.uk/
http://www.bac-mono.com/
https://www.bac-mono.com/

